The Accounting Support of the Logistics Strategy 
in Business Management for Security Purposes

The need in elaborating and implementing innovative decisions for performance enhancement of the logistics management in business enterprises has increased due to the high instability and uncertainty of business operation resulted from imposed quarantine restrictions due to the pandemic of coronavirus and fluctuations of exchange rates, which raises the importance of studies focused on improvements in the conception of accounting support of logistics operations from the business security perspective.

The essence of neologistics as an innovative vector in the logistics activities is shown, with highlighting the advantages gained by business enterprises from its implementation. The authors’ framework of the accounting support for logistics operations on purchases of material assets and implementation of an innovative logistics strategy in business management for business security purposes is proposed. It is based on the three vectors of the integrated accounting support of the logistics strategy in business management: organizational vector, methodological vector, and vector of control. It is emphasized that the implementation of this framework is capable to increase the significance of criteria used in performance assessment of accounting, such as reliability, completeness, analytical relevance and timeliness of data. Factors were determined as part of this framework, allowing business enterprises that have implemented integrated planning, economic analysis, accounting and control of data processing to broaden the range of decisions on cost reduction in logistics without affecting the quality of products or services; the resulting modifications in the accounting objectives are given. It is shown how this framework, once implemented, will change the accounting practices of business enterprises pertaining to recording of logistics costs.
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Introduction. The current trends in the Ukrainian economy affected by the crisis feature high instability and uncertainty of business operation due to the long time quarantine limitations caused by COVID-19 pandemic and currency fluctuations. In this adverse business environment there has been increasing demand for finding and implementing innovative decisions aiming to enhance the efficiency of logistics management system at company level.

Creating the conditions for building stable infrastructure and promoting comprehensive and sustainable industrialization and innovation, announced as a sustainable development goal of Ukraine in the Decree of the President of Ukraine No 722/2019 on Sustainable Development Goals of Ukraine till 2030 [1], requires adequate financing of innovations and their implementation in logistic services as part of the company operation. Advanced achievements used in management of material flows are aimed at the transition to rational models of production and consumption, the enhancement of business performance and the recovery of Ukraine from the economic crisis.

A matter of special importance is quick technology renovation of the logistics activities and essential reduction of low performing production technologies. From the theoretical viewpoint, the accounting support for the logistics component in business management is only partially relevant to the economic security objectives. Accounting data on numerous risks and effects of current business uncertainties for the performance indicators cannot be effectively supplied unless a radically new framework for the accounting data and their structuring for business management purposes is developed. Revisions and improvements are also required for schemes of information support to the innovative logistics policy, in order to make material flows more effective at the phases of production supply, process and completion. This determines the need in exploring potentials of accounting support in setting and implementing innovative logistics strategies in business management as a core factor of business security.

Literature review. Problems of using logistics for management of material assets in the business sector were subject to analysis in works of many researchers (B. Anikin, P. Drucker, A. Kalchenko, F. Kotler, Ye. Krykavskiy, V. Myroniuk, V. Omelchenko, M. Rumiantsev, N. Chukhrai and others). Problems of accounting support to business security management were dealt with in works of V. Bondar, M. Bondar, I. Bielousova, F. Butynets, L. Hnilitska, V. Zhuk, A. Zahorodnit, L. Kindratska, M. Korinko, M. Kropyvok, Ya. Krupka, S. Levytska, L. Lovinska, N. Mafuha, I. Mihus, Ye. Mnykh, V. Palii, M. Pushkar, V. Savchuk, Ya. Sokolov, M. Chumachenko, V. Shevchuk. Their contribution lays the basis for integrating logistics and accounting as components of business security management in the difficult economic situation. But the accounting support to logistic operations is yet to be conceptualized from the business security management perspective.

The article’s objective is to highlight the author’s vision of the accounting support
to logistics operations on purchase of material assets and implementation of an innovative strategy of logistics in business management for business security purposes.

**Research results.** Logistic activities of business enterprises were heavily hit in 2020: the production capacities had to reduce due to serious disruptions of normal relations between producers and consumers of goods and services, borders were closed, and the traffic volume fell due to limitations on the freight traffic flow. According to researchers, with the traffic volume on the European market declining by 40% or more, transport companies must have an elaborated package of anti-crisis measures with the adequate financial support [2, 3].

Given the extremely adverse economic environment, business management can be made effective by integrating accounting and management of material resources, especially logistics. It is believed that accounting can contribute in enhancing the performance of material supplies by increasing their cost-effectiveness, with positive effects for production costs and profits from sales. This integration is important because business managers tend to overlook or ignore logistic tools in management of material flows, and lack of feedback between accounting and logistics does not allow managers to have positive impact on purchases and subsequent uses of material resources, which, in the final end, prevents from cost saving and optimization of stocks given a high share of material costs in the cost structure.

Economic crises always posed stricter demands to the choice of options for the improvement of logistic strategies and even triggered the birth of an innovative area in logistics, neologistics [4, p. 118]. Factors determining this particular area in logistics were increased transportation costs, depletion of natural resource deposits, creation of new product lines, utilization of computer technologies, as well as radially new criteria of social, technological and environmental components of the business operation.

The essence of neologists is that it can change long-term development prospects of a business enterprise by using the system approach to the materials’ flows and the trade-off theory. Due to the implementation of neologistics, logistic systems of business enterprises could have implications for innovations in social, technological and environmental spheres.

According to professor М. S. Pushkar [5, p. 263], neologistics can reduce operational costs and funds invested in storage and movement of assets in a way allowing to achieve the sustainable development of a business enterprise. In the business environment faced by Ukraine and other countries, neologistics has to improve the services and increase the speed of supplies on the basis of professionalization of logistic activities. The survival on transport markets and the sustained competitiveness is attainable for the business enterprises that will be able to reduce fixed and variable costs with the least losses for business, and to enhance the quality of client services through diversifying the range of logistic services.

The costs of logistic operations, including placement of orders for supplies, purchases, storage, transportation of materials, intermediate storage and warehouses storage of products, shipments, transportation to buyers, after-sales services etc. are exposed to a great many risks. The latter occur due to growing purchase prices and fuel prices, spoilage of goods, inadequate quality of goods, increasing demand for goods, damages of cargo goods in time of transportation. An essential factor of risk has been quarantine limitations due to COVID-19 pandemic, making the business environment uncertain for a long term. The above mentioned raises the importance of effective management of the risks creating an obvious threat on the basis of accounting information.

The impact of risks on the logistics costs needs to be estimated on the basis of reliable, complete, timely and analytical accounting information. We share the viewpoint of T. Khlevytska that the logistics is a means for combatting risks that occur in trade businesses [6, p. 310]. It follows that the function of accounting with respect to the logistics performance enhancement is documentary fixation of violations of the terms of transportation of stocks, the cases of overstocks, the losses resulting from negligent storage and use, violations of obligations fixed in client contracts. The function of accounting related with recording of logistic operations with purchased production stocks will be facilitated by its incorporation in the accounting policy of a business enterprise.

Integration of the accounting support to logistics for business management purposes, being a core component of the secure business operation, has to be three-dimensional:

1. Organization: (i) improving the communicational integration of accounting unit, logistic unit, security unit, internal control unit, planning and analytical units; (ii) regulating
the responsibilities of staff pertaining to economic security management; (iii) protecting the data contained in online documentation; (iv) designing a protection scheme for the data making confidential information or commercial secret, for the contract services provided by logistic companies.

2. Methodology: (i) choice of the costing methods that can optimize the costs of logistics in purchase and utilization of production stocks; (ii) using tax clauses to minimize the risks of logistics strategy implementation; (iii) a complex model for risk management in logistics as part of the business process control system.

3. Control: (i) designing methods for internal control of business staff’s communications in the secure environment on the basis of effective document circulation and internal reporting; (ii) methodical recommendations on organization and performance of inventory; (iii) a set of measures for protection of data on stocks (prices, quality, assortment, suppliers, purposes, etc.).

The proposed framework for decision-making on material flows and their financing cannot be implemented unless the respective requirements to accounting are met, such as reliability, completeness, analytical value and timeliness of data. The latter becomes even more valuable considering that accounting data on logistic operations are used for forecasting of logistics activities.

The operational data on costing contained in internal business reports and the abilities of logistics unit staff to use them for assessments of alternative options in purchases of stocks lays the basis for effective stock management, cost saving and profit making.

To perform the logistics functions on optimization of financing of material flows, the accounting manual needs to include a method of building analytical data sets with compilation of internal reports by the following categories of costs: purchase, production, distribution and sales, formation of acquisition cost, storage, transportation, information service.

The optimization of logistics costs can be facilitated by using appropriate costing methods. The production cost, an essential measure providing a comprehensive characteristic of change in technology, labor and production pattern, is an indicator of profitability and a factor of performance enhancement in a business enterprise. Implementation of cost optimization methods has critical importance for business enterprises in the conditions of economic crisis.

Given the adverse economic environment in Ukraine along with continuously growing prices for raw materials and fuels, and currency fluctuations, the high production cost is a factor impeding effective operation, reducing market segments and shrinking the client base. Choices and applications of new methods for costing can help optimize material and financial flows, making businesses more flexible and highly performing even in unfavorable economic environments. Also, special attention needs to be drawn to issues of tax clauses in minimizing the risks involved in the implementation of logistics strategies, and to the use of accounting data in management of logistics risks as part of the business process control system.

Once the procedure of business staff interactions, specified in the accounting policy of a business enterprise, relies on proper technical and methodological support of accounting, the effective information support of logistics functions based on the accounting data can be achieved.

We believe that the description of the proposed dimensions of the framework for accounting support to logistics activities will help improve the toolkit of comprehensive accounting support to the logistics management for security purposes. Integration of planning, economic analysis, accounting and control over data handling will widen the choices of cost reduction methods for a business enterprise without affecting the quality of products due to:

- availability of sound estimated data to be used in negotiations with suppliers and buyer for optimization of pricing or setting trade margins;
- availability of client development programs and the optimal contractual policy of a business enterprise;
- integration of information data in the relevant computer program, allowing to enhance the overall efficiency of logistics cost management;
- ability to find less costly substitutes of resources without affecting the quality of products;
- ability to coordinate operations of a business enterprise and its counterparts, to provide for timely deliveries of stocks and optimize the costs of warehouse stock movement and
stock management;
- implementation of innovative methods in business, in order to enhance the labor productivity and the operation performance at unit level;
- identification of the categories of cost-ineffective activities through analyses and revisions of supply chains with reference to the current contractual policy of a business enterprise.

The implementation and control of the abovementioned schemes in building an economic security management system will modify the functions of accounting related with recording of logistics costs. It is important that the accounting data on logistics costs allow for:
- analytical computations (through extending a set of analytical indicators estimated by use of accounting data, including analytical breakdown of logistics costs);
- the preventive nature of control aimed at the avoidance of abuse, crises and threats to the economic security, including the ones provoking logistics risks;
- the creation of a database for the economic security management system (broadening the coverage of management objects by including meeting of information demands of the staff responsible for the logistics strategy implementation through making up internal business reports at various phases of the purchased stock movement; optimizing the logistics costs related with purchases and uses of production stocks through the choice of costing methods; building the interactions of business staff on effective document circulation, specified inventory procedures, protection of data on stocks, etc.).

**Conclusions.** Given essential problems of economic management in the business enterprise sector as a whole and management of material resources in particular, the need for finding more effective tools for stock management on the basis of logistics is highlighted. It is demonstrated that a theoretical and methodological framework for the accounting support of logistics in business management has to be based on the integration of the accounting system and other management functions (planning, economic analysis and control), which is supposed to focus the accounting support of logistics on the enhancement of economic security of a business enterprise.

A three-dimensional framework (organization, methodology, and control) for the integrated accounting support to the logistics strategy in business management is proposed, with outlining the modifications in accounting objectives, involved in this framework. The value of such modifications can be explained by their critical significance for economic security management of business enterprises in the current economic environment.
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